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Space mining is set to usher in a new era of space exploration and commercialization. As more and
more investors are pumping money into space mining firms and governments like Luxembourg and
United States create conducive legal and policy environment, this industry is ready to take off.
Global space mining market is expected to be worth USD 14.71 billion between FY2018-25.
The need to find alternative sources of depleting natural resources like rare earth metals, new nuclear
fuels like Helium 3 and deep space exploration are driving factors for Global space mining market.
As per NAVADHI Consulting the global space mining industry [2] is expected to be worth USD 14.71
billion between FY2018 to FY2025. The growth in this market is predicted on the basis of various
factors like market drivers, current and upcoming space mining missions, current investment growth
pattern, and market forecasts.
Spanning over 27 pages and 16 exhibits, “Porter's Five Forces Analysis of Global Space Mining
Market” report provides Porter's Five Forces Analysis of the global space mining market, including
brief overview space mining market, market trends, market constraints and industry drivers.
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This report provides brief information about Global space mining market.
This report identifies the need for focusing on space mining market.
The report identifies the growth drivers and inhibitors for global space mining market.
This report provides Porter’s Five Forces analysis for Global space mining market.
This report identifies the key players in Global space mining market.
This report provides information about current and future trends for Global space mining market.

Research Methodology
The report has been prepared after extensive secondary and primary research among various
stakeholders in the Global space mining market like government bodies, associations, industry
players etc.
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